Pyramid Energy
22 Incredible Discoveries Made by Russian Scientists
A reading by the ‘Sleeping Prophet’ Edgar Cayce on June 30, 1932, revealed that work began on the
construction of the Great Pyramid and Sphinx in Egypt about 10,500 B.C. If this is so, a seemingly
sleeping humanity has had nearly 13,000 years to study how and why such huge pyramids were
constructed across the earth.
However, little or no
knowledge had been
extracted or published
about “pyramid energy”
by any investigative
scientists during this vast
stretch of time prior to
Dr. Patrick Flanagan's
pyramid research which
was published in the early
1970s in his book entitled
‘Pyramid Power.’
The first publication
about the Russian
research appeared on the
website of Dr. John
DeSalvo's Giza Pyramid
Research Association
where one can read of
the astounding healings encountered by hundreds of testimonials which occurred through pyramid
energy.
Dr. Alexander Golod was the apparent leading force in building the first pyramid structures in bot h
Russia and the Ukraine in 1990 where an array of leading Russian scientists conducted experiments and
soon realized that the healing and protective qualities of “pyramid power” had the potential to
revolutionize our modern day society in so many wondrous ways.
Dr. Golod constructed his pyramids with an internal framework of PCP pipes and covered the sides with
fiberglass sheets. The largest of his pyramids stands 144 feet tall, weighs 55 tons and took five years to
build, costing a million dollars. It was completed in 1999.

Dr. Patrick Flanagan pointed out to me that Dr. Golod had used the Golden Mean phi ratio of 1 of 1.618
which often appears in the growth pattern of living organisms.
After a careful in-depth study of the many scientifically proven achievements documented by key
Russian scientists, David Wilcock wrote:
“Pyramid technology is far more advanced than we ever realized, and has the power to completely
transform our planet—as well as our own lives. The only thing holding us back was that our own
scientific knowledge had not yet progressed to the point where we could identify and comprehend such
high technology.
“I realized that pyramids were indeed the most stunningly advanced technology ever built on Earth.
“Thankfully, multiple teams of accredited, mainstream Russian scientists have done the work for us.
Their results suggest that pyramid technology, and its offshoots could save the world —and substantially
improve our physical, mental and spiritual health along the way. In addition, these results tear the roof
off everything we thought we knew about our own bodies and about science in general. The more you
learn about it the more wonderful the implications become.
“The tragically sad aspect of these genuine noteworthy discoveries was no mainstream academic journal
would publish their results despite all the meticulous care Russian scientists took to preserve strict
scientific protocols. The main reason for this seems to be that entrenched power groups would be
heavily threatened by all the technological breakthroughs these discoveries would provide.”
However, Dr. Sam Semir Osmanagich (pictured below) is the man who discovered the massive pyramid
in Bosnia. He has, in recent years, managed to generate major media coverage on the subject of the
pyramids.

I am asking you, the reader, to personally become a link in the chain for the diffusion of this knowledge
by passing on this information to everyone possible.
Tests by teams of Russian scientists reveal hosts of utterly astounding, seemingly miraculous,
undeniable healing capacities of pyramid energy. The entire research conducted by the Russian
Academy of Sciences concluded positive results. Below are some of the amazing attributes of pyramid
energy that have been discovered thus far:
1) One ml of pyramid water saved the lives of 20 prematurely born babies. This is a fact no doctor
should ignore. Twenty premature babies with grave deficiencies, which most probably would
have led to their deaths within a few days, were given distilled water that had been deposited
inside a pyramid construction for a few days, leading to their resultant recovery.
2) Pyramids can be utilized as hurricane, tornado, typhoon and bad weather, storm protection
shield. Russian scientists using particularly sensitive Military Equipment called a “Military
Locator,” tested the 44-meter high Russian pyramid. They traced a 500-meter wide column of
energy surrounding the pyramid, moving vertically up and down to heights reaching 2000meters (more than 6,000 feet) as well as a much wider expansion of energy reaching out 300kilometers beyond the central point. This 300-kilometer magnetic field deflected all severe
weather conditions and storms by diverting their course to go “around” rather than “through”
the area, thus forming a natural protective bad weather shield.
3) Due to emitting high frequency energy waves, pyramids can help lower crime rates.
David Wilcock wrote: “The Russian Science of Academies confirmed that pyramid energy could
reduce criminal behavior and increase feelings of love and peace. All they did was store granite
and other crystalline structures in the pyramid (for several days) and then place them in and
around certain jails in Russia, which held a total of about five -thousand prisoners.”
According to the Pyramid Research Association website's summary of these results, “Within a
few months most crimes were almost non-existent and behavior was much improved.” No
changes to routine had occurred in the jails under study except for the fact that pyramidcharged granite had been placed into their surroundings.”

4) Rabbits and white mice exposed to pyramid energy were found to have become 200 percent
stronger in their endurance and their white blood count rose. The implications of this could be
interesting for professional sport athletes.
5) Harmful substances are transformed and neutralized when stored inside a pyramid.

6) Fields in the vicinity of the pyramid were soon covered with flowers that were previously
extinct. Obviously life-giving revitalizing energies harnessed by the pyramid had a significant
regenerating effect on the land.
7) Earthquake control: the Russian scientists checked records of the occurrence of earthquakes in
the area where pyramids stood. The difference was astounding. Rather than one powerfully
damaging earthquake they recorded hundreds of small tremors which naturally allow the geo tectonic stress and frictional charges to be absorbed and cause no damage in the area
whatsoever!
8) Dr. Yuri Bogdanov, in Ukraine reported that by an area where a 12-meter high pyramid was
built, wheat crops increased by 400%.
9) Dr. Alexander Golod and his associates found that anything that was harmful to life would
transform for the better if it was kept inside the pyramid. For instance, poisons and other toxins
would miraculously become far less destructive after even a short storage period in the
pyramid.
10) Radioactive materials exposed to pyramid energy decayed faster. Dangerous pathogenic viruses
and bacteria became less harmful to living organisms after being conserved inside a pyramid.
Even psychotropic drugs like LSD produced a reduced effect on users inside or within close range
of the pyramid.
11) Strontium and heavy metals polluting a water well vanished when the municipal authorities
ordered a series of pyramids to be built nearby. The well soon began pumping up clean water.
Other experiments in which water wells previously contained salt were soon also pumping up
clean salt-free water after pyramids were erected in the vicinity.
12) Diamonds synthesized within the pyramid became harder and purer.
13) More than 20 varieties of seeds, which had been stored in the pyramids for fiv e days before
being planted across thousands of acres, produced an increase of their crops of between 20 and
100 percent.
14) A 22-meter high pyramid built beside Seligar Lake soon revealed that new streams of water had
sprung in the surrounding countryside.
15) The plants which grow from seeds stored inside a pyramid remain healthy and naturally diseasefree.

16) Pyramid seed crops require less water. The plants were not affected by droughts plus the same
higher yield and drought resistance effect was equally achieved by placing granite rocks, stored
in the pyramid, around the edges of the crop fields.
17) Oil well fields with pyramids erected across them produced oil 30 percent thinner, thus faster
and easier to pump out of the ground. Also, the oil was much cleaner since gums, pyrobitumen
and paraffin substances all decreased substantially. Oil wells in the surrounding fields with no
pyramid structure showed no improvements whatsoever.
18) A few months after the pyramid at Seliger Lake was completed, the ozone hole above it was
substantially reduced.
19) A Russian team from the All-Russian Electrotechnical Institute in Moscow discovered that if they
took seven pieces of granite, weighing one hundred grams each which previously had been
stored inside a pyramid, and then arranged them into a circle, one meter in diameter, the
surrounding area was 5000% less likely to be struck by lightning.”
20) All life forms are enhanced in areas surrounding pyramid mountains.
Two Pyramid-shaped mountains, named “Brat” and “Seska”—”Brother” and “Sister”— on an
otherwise flat plain of Nakhodka, one of the largest ports in the Far East of Russia, which used to
be considered sacred places in ancient times, drew many travelers from China and Korea.
According to researcher Maxim Yakovenko: “People say they feel happy on these hills, and I
agree with them. The sides of those hills point towards North, West, South, and East, just as the
pyramids in Egypt.“
Tragically in the 1960's the peak of Brat was blown off to remove and use stones for building
projects reducing the height by 78.5 meters. Here's the surprising part: “After the destruction of
Brat's peak ( located 5 kilometers from the city of Nadhodka) the climate changed for some
weeks. People recounted harsh winds and rain for several days after the detonations.”
Apparently the weather in that area, for some time up to that point, had been very mild.
21) Pyramid energy increases harmony in human interactions:
David Wilcock writes on pages 154 and 350 of his book, ‘The Source Field Investigations’:
“Somehow, feelings of love and peace, which are normally considered to be abstract emotional
phenomena that are strictly psychological in nature, have a direct effect on our surroundings.
“The pyramid energies create a measurable improvement in criminal behavior—just like the
meditation effect of seven thousand people… which reduced worldwide terrorism by 73 percent
(on the entire day that they meditated collectively on the feeling and thought of peace
worldwide).

“Armed with this (healing pyramid energy) knowledge we can heal the Earth.
It's as if life itself has a yet undiscovered energy field that supports its own existence and it
emanated directly from the earth—where it is then harnessed through unique pyramid
structures.”
22) Pyramid energy tests show exclusively positive results. No harmful effects were ever observed
by Russian scientists conducting experiments on pyramids:
“The entire research conducted by the Russian Academy of Sciences had positive results. All
tests showed a positive influence on ecology and human health of those visiting the Pyramid or
using products - crystals - solutions - water - granite rocks - and objects “stored” within.
“Somehow the full extent of the power of this ancient technology didn't become clear until I
read what some other teams within the Russian National Academy of Sciences had discovered—
where we can see how the pyramids actually give us clear protection against catastrophic Earth
Changes.
“Given the incredible damage than can be caused by hurricanes - tsunamis - volcanoes and the
like, there is absolutely no reason why we should not be exploring these possibilities on a
worldwide massive scale.” [A big “YES indeed” to that!]
“How can we afford not to try it? Do we dare to be so arrogant and overconfident in
conventional science that we completely ignore the power of cheap, easy-to-build technology
that would SAVE THE EARTH?”

Clearly, Pyramid Energy presents us with a myriad of positive effects, many of which can be utilized by
you right now, at home. Simply by introducing inexpensive pyramid structures into your personal
environment and group environment you can naturally revitalize and rejuvenate your personal and
collective well-being.
You can place various sized pyramids inside your home and garden made from paper, cardb oard, wood,
plastic, Styrofoam, etc. Remember that Russian scientists have proven that non-metal pyramid
structures with a high angled Golden Mean ratio slope, emit tremendous PYRAMID POWER as long as
they are accurately aligned and set squarely to a true North position.
If you choose to build or buy fancy metallic pyramids, these are to be set squarely to an accurate
magnetic north position – this can easily be accomplished through the use of an inexpensive magnetic
compass.
The most important principle to bear in mind when moving portable pyramid structures, is to reset nonmetallic structures to a true North position and magnetic structures to an as accurate as possible
magnetic North alignment.
My I ask each and every one of you ,after acquiring this information, to please share it far and wide, so
that we may each help in the transformation of our collective environment through pyramid energy.
Think about it! What a worthy “conversation piece” to suggest to family members, friends, neighbors, or
at friendly group gatherings. Sure beats talking about the weather, how ill you have been or the latest
scandals perpetrated on the royal family or famous celebrities.
Furthermore, consider how your own personal pyramid will be supplying the healing effects of pyramid
energy, day and night, to our dearest, but dreadfully polluted Mother Earth.
If we make it so, then in just a relatively short time, Pyramid Energy structures could be revitalizing and
rejuvenating all life forms on Earth and producing greater effects than the total sum of all of the
worldwide “Green Movement” activities, however respectful, in the past 20 or 30 years!
A new and transformed Earth is just around the corner – all we have to do is peak around it.
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